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Dr. Carbone:  
I'm David Carbone.  I'm a lung cancer specialist working at the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio.  And we’re 
gathered today with a group of investigators and a patient advocate at the World Conference on Lung Cancer, 2016 in 
Denver, Colorado.  This is the premier lung cancer research meeting that is organized by the International Association for 
the Study of Lung Cancer, for which I am the president-elect. 

The organization is focused on advancing the research and clinical care of lung cancer for all means: basic science, clinical 
research, involvement and transmitting that information to—around the world to different investigators, clinicians, 
researchers but also to patients interested, family members and to political organizations and governments involved in 
deciding patient care.  So today we’re going to discuss advances in lung cancer management with this panel, and I'd like to 
have them introduce themselves to start.  So, Fiona, would you introduce yourself? 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
Hello, I'm Fiona Blackhall.  I'm a lung cancer specialist, medical oncologist at the Christie Hospital in Manchester in the UK.  
And I'm really very pleased to be here in Denver at this meeting, which I've been attending, now, for over 10 years.  And it’s 
always an extremely stimulating meeting. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Thank you.  Chris? 
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Chris Draft:  
Chris Draft, founder of the Chris Durant Family Foundation and Team Draft Initiative, where our mission is to change the 
face of lung cancer.  So I am a patient advocate. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Paul? 
 
Dr. Paik:  
I'm Paul Paik.  I'm a lung cancer oncologist at Memorial Sloan Kettering in New York City. 
 
Dr. Lal:  
Hello.  I'm Rohit Lal.  I'm a lung cancer medical oncologist at Guy’s [and St. Thomas’] Hospital in London. Thank you for 
asking. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Okay. I would like to start with the earliest stages of—how we find this disease, just a brief discussion on what’s new in 
finding the disease early when it’s most curable.  And, Rohit, would you like to talk about what’s known about lung cancer 
screening? 
 
Dr. Lal:  
It’s really exciting to see new data research and the whole area of CT screening for lung cancer continue to develop further, 
trying to identify better ways of recognizing small spots on CT scans, and which of those may be suspicious for tumors and 
may need further surveillance.  And also, the area of beginning to do blood tests to look at whether or not there are any 
identifiable markers in somebody's blood.  That’s an early—that’s still early at this point, but it’s great to see progress in 
those areas. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So the technology of CT scanning has advanced to the point where, with minimal radiation exposure and a very rapid scan, 
you can image spots in lungs, tiny sized.  And in the United States, it recently was approved to do CT screening for patients 
that have a high smoking history and are above a certain age.  And this has been shown to decrease the mortality from lung 
cancer by 20 percent. 

And this is a huge decrease  where we can cure patients who might not have been diagnosed until they were advanced and 
incurable.  And so one thing I did want to emphasize was that the technology is now available and increasingly available 
around the world.  And we are still in the process of learning how to ideally utilize that technology.  Any other comments 
from the panel? 
 
Chris Draft:  
My wife was diagnosed with lung cancer in December of 2010 and, unfortunately, passed in December of 2011.  But as we 
advocate in moving forward from that point, 2011 is special.  I say that just from here in the States, the national lung cancer 
screening trial that was approved that year.  I know we’re going to talk about treatment in terms of crizotinib (Xalkori), but 
my wife passed, but in moving forward and being an advocate, we have to hold onto the things that are important in terms 
of why there’s hope in moving forward.  And so when you say in CT, I know I got—and you say that it’s exciting, we always 
have to temper it.  But I know it’s exciting because that’s lives.  That’s lives. 

And how the difference of early detection versus treating somebody at stage IV, the amount of years that they could have, 
the amount of moments that they get to have with their wives, with their kids, with their friends, the things that they can 
do.  So thank you for the work that you guys are doing in that regard.  And I know it’s new, again, because it’s really 2011, 
but it’s so encouraging that that’s possible. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  



I'm a medical oncologist, and I treat people with lung cancer. But I would much rather put myself out of business by curing 
people before they get to me.  So the other point that I would like to make on that, is that it’s an imperfect test, still.  
Especially because we have a large number of patients that are diagnosed who never smoked and don’t fit into the 
categories.  So there’s a lot of work that needs to be done, and blood-based tests are important in that. 

And I'm just going to mention—we don’t have a surgeon on the panel, but the main treatment for most forms of lung cancer 
when detected early is surgery.  And we’ve made dramatic strides in surgery where years ago, surgeons would have to 
have a foot-long incision; it was a major ordeal.  And now we’re doing surgeries robotically, and patients go home in three 
days with Band-Aids on their side.  And so I think we have made advances in surgery. 

But I think some of the most exciting advances have come in the development of in the understanding of the molecular 
biology of lung cancer and the development of drugs that specifically target an individual’s unique molecular profile in their 
tumor.  And maybe I could get Paul to comment on the genetics of lung cancer, and what does it mean when you say your 
tumor has a gene mutation?  Does that mean your children are at risk, for example? 
 
Dr. Paik:  
Right.  So by and large for virtually everyone, this is not a risk factor that you pass onto your children. These are changes in 
the DNA of the tumors themselves that have caused them to become cancer and the things that the tumor cells depend on 
for survival.  Which is why if you're able to block the function of these changes with newer targeted therapies, we’re able to 
see great benefits.  And we’ve seen this from a vast amount of work that’s gone on for—now we can say, in a quite good 
way—decades, dating back into the early 2000s with the initial work with erlotinib (Tarceva) and then  crizotinib, Chris, as 
you had mentioned.  

And a whole host of other targets and drugs that have come about since then.  But it is important to I think reinforce that 
these are changes that we’re finding, almost exclusively in the tumors themselves that do not carry risk to family members. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So let’s be a little more specific, here.  So a patient comes in with a new diagnosis of non-small cell lung cancer 
adenocarcinoma subtype.  Are these gene mutations relative to that patient’s care in an immediate sense? Or is this 
something that’s only relevant to people treated at Memorial [Sloan Kettering]? 
 
Dr. Paik:  
Right.  So this is relevant now, I think we’re all happy to say—particularly in the context of a meeting like this where people 
are coming from all over the world—it’s sort of standard of care at this point.  Where if you have a particular lung 
adenocarcinoma, right from the get-go the standard of care worldwide is to do some selected mutation testing to take a 
look at a handful of genes for which we have approved treatments around the world.  This is testing that happens in a 
relatively short period of time and something that does dictate the course of treatment just right at the beginning. 

We’ve gotten to the point, as well, of course, for those where we don’t find something immediately, that we’re getting 
better at finding things at a little bit of a later date.  The number of targets is expanding, and some of that work has been 
presented here at this conference, also. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
I would say it’s not becoming a standard.  I think my personal opinion is that it is now the expected standard of care for 
patients with surgically inoperable lung cancer to have a genetic analysis before any treatment is performed.  And that is, 
unfortunately, not the practice in a large—even a fraction of the United States, and even around the world.  I was recently 
speaking in India, for example, and many places in South America don’t have approval for out targeted drugs and those 
kinds of things. 

So, Fiona, do you have any comments on how you view the genetic testing of individuals, and do you want to talk about the 
major targets that we have for lung cancer now? 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  



Sure.  It’s been an enormous change that lung cancer—one time in my training, we thought of lung cancer as a single 
disease—non-small cell lung cancer as a single disease.  And now it’s subdivided into what we describe as these molecularly 
or genetically defined subsets.  And the first real breakthrough came for the EGFR-mutated subset. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
The epidermal growth factor receptor. 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
Exactly.  Epidermal growth factor receptor.  And it took awhile to exactly link the targeted therapies—the inhibitors of 
epidermal growth factor receptor to the subgroup of patients who carry a genetic change in mutation in that gene in their 
cancer cells.  But once we appreciated that, we were able to see the significantly better response rates and survivals in 
those patients with a targeted therapy that’s taken orally, compared to conventional chemotherapy. And that targeted—
targeted therapies of those classes have a much better side effect profile. 

They hinder everyday life much less than chemotherapy.  And as time has gone on, what we have observed is that 
unfortunately those drugs don’t keep the brakes on the cancer indefinitely.  The cancer does develop resistance 
mechanisms. It develops other genetic changes that can overcome the—what we call the first-generation EGFR inhibitors.  
And it really is huge progress that now we have learned about those resistance mechanisms and developed a next 
generation of EGFR inhibitor that can overcome the resistance so patients can then switch to a different oral therapy and 
continue to benefit. 

Those second—or sometimes referred to as third generation; there was another little class in between, but those drugs are 
at an advanced stage in clinical trial.  They’re not yet licensed and widely available outside a clinical trial.  But that is 
anticipated to be the next step.  At the moment, I think for patients on EGFR inhibitors, it is really important at such time as 
their physician suggests they may not be benefitting so much from that therapy that they discuss with the physician 
possibility of other trials to access these newer drugs. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Until they become approved, right? 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
Exactly. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
And what other targets do we have in the genetic analysis of our tumors, Rohit? 
 
Dr. Lal:  
So along with EGFR inhibitors, the ALK and L4 transfer locations have been identified as a small proportion, but a very 
important one to seek out because of the difference it makes from the patient’s—at the time of diagnosis for patients who, 
as you said, are surgically inoperable, couldn’t be treated with any kind of localized radiotherapy, either.  Then it’s very 
important to know that the ALK transfer location status of a patient from the time of the diagnosis not only so that they 
can access better targeted therapy, less toxic therapy, but also it begins to give us a kind of view of what this patient’s 
pathway is going to be like. 

And it lets us look into planning further on down the line.  One of the things that I often tell my patients is that we’ve moved 
from that situation where we were giving chemotherapy in blocks with gaps in between, and now often for many of my 
patients, they’re actually staying on treatment for a much longer period of time and staying well, tolerating that treatment 
better. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
And I would like to emphasize that the pace of progress in targeting these lesions is incredible.  There are multiple—
probably dozens of new drugs that are better than the original generation drugs.  We heard that third-generation EGFR 
inhibitors are out.  And these drugs are often active when the first ones stop working.  And so the impact of these drugs on 
patients can’t be understated.  As opposed to prolonging life by six weeks at the cost of significant toxicity, we take a 



disease where the average survival was six months with no therapy to some of these subsets we’re seeing five-year 
survival, and in some patients 10. 

And, Chris, that’s just—like you were saying—an enormous—you can’t understate the value of detecting these mutations 
right up front. 
 
Chris Draft:  
You just can’t.  I get a chance to see, by going across the country and sitting with survivors and to look at them—if I didn’t 
know they were a survivor, I mean you might not know it.  And I think that’s the greatness of where targeted therapies are 
going.  Again, the fact that it’s still treating lung cancer and the lung cancer is serious, that’s something we understand.  But 
the alternative, I got to experience a great example of what targeted therapy means, especially—even the difference 
between it being kind of first-line therapy versus second line so after chemo or second line. 

We have a survivor who was treated at Stanford, was diagnosed.  And because he had an EGFR mutation and they tested 
right away to find that out, he didn’t go on standard chemo.  And because it was less toxic, he was able—probably not the 
best decision, but he’s a doctor.  He was a doctor so he could do what—he was a neurosurgeon and [had a] fellowship at 
Stanford.  He actually got his wife pregnant and had a baby.  They had a baby, a little girl, Katie.  Her picture is on my phone. 

But that’s the possibilities, the possibilities of life that really come after diagnosis.  Which is—again, which you guys are 
doing with the research right now is that lung cancer happens, and then there’s the possibility of really still living life 
afterwards. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So I've invited a few of my patients to this meeting and asked two of them to speak.  And one of them is a physician from 
Columbus who had a malco fusion mutation, and as an aside it’s becoming very clear that the best approach to treating 
these patients is to treat with the best drug and the targeted drug first, and not after chemotherapy, and not after they’ve 
gone through other treatments.  But this guy had only about a three-month benefit from the standard drug. 

But he was put on a clinical trial, which is being reported at this meeting, with a new drug and has had a complete response 
that’s lasted for a year, including spots in his brain.  And he tells me that he feels completely normal.  He has no side effects.  
He’s still at his medical practice.  He’s got five kids, and one of them actually worked in my lab doing research on lung 
cancer this summer.  So you can’t underestimate how much of an impact this does have on our patients. 

And then the—there’s so many things going on.  I don't want to spend too much time on this, but I would like Paul to just 
comment, because Memorial [Sloan Kettering] is doing a very large gene panel looking for the next wave of targets.  And 
we have at least half a dozen other genes that are being studied in research protocols as valid targets.  Could you just say a 
few words on that? 
 
Dr. Paik:  
That’s right.  So I think it’s important to note that we’ve talked about a couple of the leading targets that were identified 
earliest in lung adenocarcinomas.  But we can identify something that we think is a driver that has a drug that has at least a 
chance of working in now upwards of 60 to 70 percent of lung adenocarcinoma patients.  As we typically visualize this in 
terms of a pie and slicing up the pie.  And those other segments of the pie include a host of other different genes, including 
ret fusions, ROS1 fusions, BRAF mutations, PIC3C mutations, and many, many others. 

And I think what David had mentioned as being important is that the technology has gotten to the point now where we can 
routinely, at our center—and this is going to expand, I think at a fairly rapid pace across other centers in the United States 
and worldwide, at really taking a much deeper look at these alterations in cancers where the standard used to be, maybe 
about four years ago, taking a look at maybe a panel of nine different genes.  I think as David had mentioned, we’re now 
taking a look at a panel of 401 different genes. 

And it’s one of those things where you don’t really know what’s going on until you actually know what’s going on and you 
look.  And so we found quite a number, including most recently an alteration that’s relatively common in about 4 percent of 
our lung adenocarcinoma patients that actually does respond to an already approved drug, which is crizotinib—so yet 
another part of that pie for a substantial number of patients. 
 



 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
I'd like to amplify on that by saying that this screening ability is not generally available, and many oncologists in the 
community may not know about these targets.  And the field is evolving so quickly that nobody, including myself, knows 
everything about all of these targets.  But at a meeting such as this, the world’s leaders in lung cancer meet to become 
informed regularly about the progress in each of these targeted abnormalities.  So one thing that’s important to emphasize 
to patients is that they may have a really great oncologist, and he’s in their community, but he’s charged with knowing all 
kinds of cancers, often, and can’t possibly keep up with all the details. 

So I recommend to patients that if they are being treated by a general oncologist that before they embark on treatment 
they get a second opinion at an academic medical center or advanced lung cancer specialist.  I see only lung cancer, and I 
suspect many of you do, as well.  And by only seeing that one type of lung cancer, we really become a specialist, and you go 
to meetings like this to learn the state of the art.  And so I think it behooves patients to assure themselves that they’re 
getting the state-of-the-art care.  And one of the ways to do that is to get a second opinion. 

Now, I'd like to ask Fiona about some of the newer ways of finding out about these mutations.  Do you have to go in and 
take out the tumor with a scalpel to find mutations, or might you even be able to do it by a blood test? 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
Well, it’s an important point; thank you for asking.  And just before I go onto newer ways, I also want to comment on the 
fact that patients sometimes get concerned about that little extra time that getting the molecular test back on the tumor 
takes.  It can take perhaps another week after an initial biopsy, and that does cause concern and even distress about not 
getting onto treatment in that week.  But because of the effectiveness of these targeted treatments, that week is worth the 
wait. 

An oncologist will be able to gauge whether there is any risk of waiting that time.  So I did just want to emphasize the 
importance of those few extra days to get that genetic test result back on the tumor.  But because of having, at the present, 
to use a tumor biopsy that involves usually an invasive procedure, a bronchoscopy or an anesthetic and a needle through 
the skin, a CT-guided biopsy, that is sometimes technically challenging.  And the biopsy can be too small to analyze.  
Sometimes a patient is not fit to undergo that procedure. 

So there has been a huge effort over recent years in trying to find less invasive ways of analyzing the genetic changes in the 
tumor.  A lot of progress has been made.  We can pick up DNA that the tumor has shred into the blood.  And there have 
been at least 10 presentations—I'm sure more—at this meeting using these blood tests to monitor the DNA changes in the 
tumor.  So I envisage that in another few years’ time, we will be a little less reliant on biopsy tissue, and we will be using 
blood tests more. 

The beauty of the blood test approach, too, is that having established the genetic change from a tumor biopsy, a blood test 
can be done to confirm that it’s also picked up in the blood.  And that can then be used to monitor.  At the moment, to get 
onto next-generation targeted therapies, we often need a further biopsy to look at what the genetics of the resistance are 
and to select the right match of treatment.  And so to be able to avoid having to have multiple biopsies and use a blood test 
will be a big advance. 

The other area is circulating tumor cells.  We have a number of technologies now that can pick up cancer cells circulating in 
the blood.  And we have managed to evolve the technology such that from a single cell, you can analyze the genetics.  It’s 
highly technical.  It’s labor intensive, resource intensive and very expensive at this point in time.  But again, something that 
there is an intense resurge effort in among scientists and translational clinicians.  And it offers real promise for us in the 
future to be able to just take a blood sample and get a test result returned on that. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So as we develop these drugs that target these highly specific genetic abnormalities, tumors eventually become resistant, 
as Fiona said.  And often they become resistant by acquiring a new mutation that keeps that drug from binding.  And so 
these kinds of tests from the blood are very useful for following that in real time without doing a new biopsy but doing 



what we call a liquid biopsy to assess which of those mechanisms tumors have developed to become resistant. And we now 
have drugs that target those resistance mechanisms and have second dramatic responses. 

It’s quite an exciting time.  So why don't we move onto some of the other new advances in lung cancer, and probably the 
most—the one that’s getting the most buzz at this meeting is immunotherapy.  And maybe Rohit can summarize what we 
are learning about the lung cancer in the immune system. 
 
Dr. Lal:  
So we’ve begun to understand elements of the molecular biology of the cancer cell itself, which we could use to target and 
treat cancers.  But this is a whole new area that has suddenly become open to us, as well, which really looks at how to 
stimulate the patient’s own immune system in recognizing and attacking the cancer that’s present, using that as a 
therapeutic advantage. 

And so what’s been really exciting over the last couple of years is to see, at a very rapid pace, antibody-oriented therapy 
come forward and really identify a specific group of checkpoint immune receptors: PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA-4, which control 
how the body’s immune system recognizes cancer.  And perhaps cancers use these systems to escape, hide, evade from the 
body’s immune system.  And it’s great to have an additional rationale and strategy now that can unmask these foreign 
invaders and use our own natural immune system to attack those.  

So what we’ve seen over the last few months is the availability of these drugs and the benefit that they have over some of 
the older kinds of chemotherapy that we’ve used.  And what’s really important for me to recognize in that is that the 
benefit that they’ve shown is that in that group of lung cancer patients who are always much, much harder to treat, they 
always had fewer options with these toxic therapies we’ve been talking about. And so that’s really, really good to see that 
they now have—squamous cell carcinoma was a disease that had very limited treatment options—squamous cell carcinoma 
of the lung. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
And they were toxic. 
 
Dr. Lal:  
Absolutely.  And now it’s really got something that gives these patients hope. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Right.  So the concept of treating cancers by your own immune system has been around for many years.  And you can go 
into a health food store and buy pills that the bottle says boost your immune system.  But it’s important to emphasize that 
this is something that’s really new.  Because of all the basic science research that’s gone on in the last decade or two, we’ve 
identified specific molecules that regulate the immune system and are subverted by the cancer so that the cancer learns to 
turn on this pathway that turns off your immune system. 

And so when you know the mechanism in some detail, you can design a targeted therapy.  And like with EGFR and ALK, we 
know that this PD-1 pathway is one crucial way of regulating the immune system.  And these drugs not only are effective, 
but they also have a low toxicity.  The toxicity—the serious side effects of these drugs are in the single-digit percent range, 
and they have a good durability.  The duration of response is about four times at least the duration of the average response 
to chemotherapy. 

And these patients do very well.  I had a patient that was treated on a clinical trial with these drugs in the first line, as his 
first treatment for metastatic lung cancer.  And I remember he called me up a few weeks after he got his first treatment 
and he said, “Hey, doc, I thought you told me this was not a placebo-controlled trial, because I don't think you gave me 
anything.”  Because he had no side effects whatsoever.  But on his first scan, his tumor was almost gone.  And to date, now a 
year later, he’s not had any other treatment other than the immunotherapy.  But the fact is, unfortunately, this doesn’t 
work in everybody. 

And, in fact, in patients with these driver mutations, they may have a lower probability of responding to immunotherapies.  
So as exciting as immunotherapy is, it’s now felt—with quite good data—that it’s better to use the targeted therapy instead 
of immunotherapy if you have a target.  And then use the immunotherapy if you don’t have a target.  Since only 20 percent 



or 30 percent of patients have any sort of genetically defined target, this is a therapy that’s very useful in, for example, 
squamous cancers for whom the standard is still chemotherapy. 

And I should add, by the way, that chemotherapy has advanced recently, as well.  So that with maintenance 
chemotherapies, we are seeing people do quite well for a long time with an excellent quality of life on chemotherapy.  
Chris, would you like to talk about the appeal of immunotherapy to patients? 
 
Chris Draft:  
I think you said it.  Going back to some of the target therapies, you're talking about a pill.  You have to kind of take a lot of 
these things in context—that’s why I said going back to 2011, of where things are at and how much we’ve progressed.  I'm 
excited again, relative—this is still about being relative—because of what’s coming.  And that is that you're chipping away, 
chipping away, even understanding that people without drivers actually respond a little bit better from immunotherapy 
versus ones with drivers that respond better with target.  That took work.  That took work. 

And so I think that’s the part that is big right now, is that you can see that all the work that’s been laid, that you're starting 
to understand things a lot quicker.  And as you understand them quicker, then we’re able to get drugs out quicker, which 
the amount of clinical trials in lung cancer, I mean if we can talk about how many more there are in place now because of 
that, and how much that creates opportunity.  So I think the points are clear that you have to get tested.  You need to be at 
a place where they’re going to test you. 

If that’s not happening, it’s almost criminal.  So you need to make sure you're doing—so every patient who’s watching this, 
you’ve got to get your genetic mutations—you have to get that done!  And then you have to be aware of other clinical trials 
that are immunotherapy.  But really making sure that you're with a doctor that understands that, so they can help guide 
you through all that. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Some of these therapies we’re talking about are only available in clinical trials.  We’re working as hard as we can and the 
regulatory agencies are really understanding this now, and we’re now getting drugs approved and out to people with even 
very small trials, because they’re so highly effective.  And we expect approval of some of these drugs in the very near 
future.  But in the meantime, I think it is a good idea for patients to consider clinical trials. 

Because while it may feel like you're being experimented upon, I think the reality is that clinical trials are highly vetted 
today so that they really do often represent the state-of-the-art of medical care, and often are beyond the state-of-the-art 
with tomorrow’s medical care.  And this patient I described of mine is on an experimental drug and had dramatic benefit, 
because these drugs are really scientifically designed.  So, Paul, do you want to comment on the impact of the gene 
mutations and the number of gene mutations on the immune responses, and why that might be the case? 
 
Dr. Paik:  
Yes.  So there’s been a good amount of work, now, both in terms of the theoretical work as well as now some proof-of-
principle work.  Probably the most compelling is in colon cancer, so unrelated to lung cancer, that really gets it—what Chris 
was talking about.  We are at the beginning of this story for immunotherapies, still.  This is all very new.  And if we define 
hope, I think, as an expectation of things unseen, then this really resets our expectations for hope. 

And so some of the things that we’ve taken a look at now are in finding signals that in patients whose cancers are heavily 
burdened with mutations, they’ve undergone lots and lots of changes in their DNA, there appears to be a signal that these 
patients tend to respond better to these immune checkpoint inhibitors.  And the idea is that there are just more targets for 
your immune system, your T cells, to recognize.  And so we’ve shown this in the laboratory, there are early signals in lung 
cancer patients with this. 

And probably the best example, again, is in colon cancer where there is a rare form of colon cancer that is genetically 
inherited, where there are not just a handful of mutations, there are literally thousands and thousands of mutations that 
are present.  And a group at Johns Hopkins, when they gave one of these immune checkpoints inhibitors, instead of getting 
a zero percent response rate, which is the average in colorectal cancer, they had nearly 100 percent response rate in those 
tumors.  So again, I think we are getting much better at trying to sort things out in a faster period of time, which I think is 
that hope that we can provide to our patients. 



 

 
Dr. Carbone:  
So these—it should be clarified that these gene mutations impact immunotherapy in many ways, but one of which is 
because what happens is the DNA encodes novel proteins, because it’s mutated.  So the cancer has mutations that the 
normal tissue doesn’t have.  And these mutations that the normal tissue doesn’t have in the DNA are reflected in proteins 
that the cancers make that are unique to the cancer.  And the immune system is really good at recognizing proteins that are 
abnormal and shouldn’t be there.  And so it’s thought that those are the targets of the immune response. 

At the same token, cancers can develop mutations that reduce their visibility to the immune system. 

So many of these—we’ve talked about some exciting therapies.  We’ve talked about great new drugs that target gene 
mutations.  We’ve talked about new antibodies that cause tumor responses with low toxicity.  But the economic reality is 
that these drugs are very expensive.  And in many countries such as the United States, bankruptcy because of a cancer 
diagnosis is fairly common, unfortunately still.  And so England has a—or the UK has a system of trying to balance the 
efficacy of drugs with the cost.  Fiona, do you want to talk about how we make those kinds of decisions? 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
It’s a difficult and often long and complicated process.  And in the UK in particular, we have been trying to make that 
process shorter.  It’s called the National Institute for Clinical Excellence—NICE—and they appraise all submissions for a 
new drug that we want to use.  There is a huge amount of paperwork.  There is a very detailed clinical effectiveness analysis 
and a separate, independent review of cost effectiveness.  And I have represented a lung cancer patient and lung cancer 
drug at a number of NICE committee approval processes. 

It is quite challenging, because many of the members of the committee have no oncology experience, in fact, let alone 
experience with lung cancer.  So very generally, for those regulatory authorities, we need to be much more proactive in 
raising awareness of what living with lung cancer entails and what these new drugs bring today, compared to what they see 
as standard of care.  Standard of care that we had 20 years ago is very, very inferior to the new drugs, our new standard of 
care. 

So even getting that simple concept across that really the current standard of care isn’t nearly good enough is very difficult.  
But on the positive side, the members of the NICE committee, once they do hear the context of the drugs that we want to 
use and try, and the limitations of existing treatments, they do offer support.  There is a will to get these new drugs 
through.  The funding mechanism is just very, very difficult in an economically challenged environment.  So in the UK, there 
is a fund called the Cancer Drugs Fund for expensive new drugs that has been set up for application to. 

And we use that for a number—crizotinib is one drug that is listed on the cancer drugs fund.  And the turnaround is very 
quick. Within 24 to 48 hours, you can get approval from that separate fund, which is slightly removed from our day-to-day 
prescribing practice through the National Health Service.  But it is a concern for the future.  And I think one way around it 
in time might be through this much smarter science in matching the right drug to the right patient, reducing some of the 
waste, for lack of a better word. Giving a treatment that costs money that is going to be ineffective for a patient is not good 
for the patient and not good for the budget and finances.  So we somehow need to re-orientate where we spend our money 
to these better, new standards of care. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So better choosing patients for the expensive therapies will help in the future.  And I think many companies are developing 
similar drugs.  So perhaps competition down the road will help reduce costs.  But the fact is that right now, when a patient 
comes into my office with lung cancer, it’s very difficult for me as a physician who I've dedicated my life to making patients 
feel better and recommending the very best treatment that I know of, even from early phase research, to think about cost.  
That seems antithetical to the Hippocratic oath.  But the fact is that if we don’t think about it, then they won’t be available 
for anybody.  Chris, do you have any comments on the cost of therapies? 
 
Chris Draft:  



Yeah.  That’s a huge issue.  You're talking about these new therapies and how they are giving hope.  But at the same time, it 
does cost a lot of money to develop them.  As you said, I think the competition component of it really should help in terms 
of cost, in terms of moving forward.  I think the point that really goes along with that is you're talking about the impact on 
the family, though, too.  So as we look at some of these drugs and their ability to improve quality of life, then that changes 
what that impact is on the family, too. 

So there’s a cost and there’s a drug, but then there’s a cost if you can’t work, and there [are] medical bills, too.  So if, as the 
drugs are improving, and you're able to continue working, that cost, that burden is not as… 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
…it’s reduced. 
 
Chris Draft:  
Yeah.  It’s not the same.  So again, I don't think that we can not talk about the importance of quality of life and really what a 
drug does in allowing you to continue working, continue to be out there, and how again that affects what that impact is not 
just on you but just really your whole family. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So maybe I'll go back to—or ahead—and just ask about not every patient has a gene mutation.  And not every patient is 
going to be eligible for or respond to immunotherapies.  And I do find that I have a significant number of patients in my 
clinic where I tell them about all these things on day one, and we do analyses, and results are negative after negative after 
negative.  And it’s very disheartening to them.  What can you tell a patient about the state of medical care with non—
without a gene mutation, without an immunotherapy, and the quality of life advances that we’ve made in the last few 
years? 
 
Dr. Lal:  
Before I come to that, can I just add about the cost discussion that we are having? 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
The cost issue?  Sure. 
 
Dr. Lal:  
Yes, there is this body in the UK, which will appraise the benefit and the cost that a drug will have. But it’s also important to 
make the point that this is a partnership with our pharmaceutical colleagues.  And they have an incredible understanding 
about the cost that it is for patients.  And I'm always encouraging pharmaceutical companies to have access programs, 
compassionate access programs where drugs provided for free. 

And also in the UK, this cancer drugs fund, the CDF, has the capacity for, if a patient that I recognize is exceptional—is 
incredibly rare—then there is the capacity for an individual funded application based on the exceptionality of that patient 
to get an unlicensed drug, potentially for that patient to go onto.  So it’s a complicated area but it’s certainly a difficult area 
that—and the point Chris has made about the fact that these new drugs, actually it’s not increasing the duration of life, but 
it’s normalizing life. 

Showing that you don’t need a carer to support you, as well.  So that’s potentially two people returning and contributing to 
society in a normal way.  And that’s an immeasurable value, at the moment.  And that’s what we’d really like to capture. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
What about for the rest of them? 
 
Dr. Lal:  
So going back to the question you asked me, David, about patients who don’t have—who we think might not benefit from 
these newer targeted agents or aren’t able to access some of the newer therapies that we have, I always tell patients that 
chemotherapy has some benefit behind it.  And so at some point, it may be the right thing for you to do to try 



chemotherapy to see if that will help.  There have been huge improvements in the supportive medicines that are given 
along with chemotherapy drugs, now. 

So now it’s possible to undergo through multiple cycles of chemotherapy without catching infections or fevers, without 
having the nausea and vomiting.  It’s still difficult treatment, but it is potentially something which might help.  At the same 
time, the quality of life discussion is paramount, because that’s certainly what patients want to hear us talk about. And is it 
worth putting yourself through multiple hospital visits, multiple blood tests and using up your time to go through a 
treatment that we know ultimately is there to prolong life? 

It’s equally important to ensure that we maximize quality of life during that time, as well. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
So it’s very clear that oncologists—oncology practitioners now are emphasizing quality of life.  And we have drugs that can 
simulate appetite, that can improve your energy, that can help you mitigate the side effects of the chemotherapy.  And 
there are new drugs that are available, and we’ve learned how to give them in ways that make them very tolerable.  I have 
an 80-year-old woman who has been on chemotherapy for three years, now with I would say a normal quality of life.  She 
lives by herself, she has no side effects from the chemotherapy.  

So as exciting as these targeted agents are, I think we’ve also made advances in improving the quality of life of patients who 
are getting the more traditional type chemotherapies.  And as I mentioned earlier, also the side effects of surgery is a lot 
less, now.  We’ve learned how to do it with minimally invasive techniques.  And we have radiation technologies that 
minimize the side effects of radiation, as well.  So lung cancer therapies are advancing along every front at an incredible 
speed, and it’s hard to keep up.  But meetings such as this help us do that.   
 
So we’ve heard about a lot of exciting advances.  Are there any final comments any people would like to make?  Let’s start 
with Fiona. 
 
Dr. Blackhall:  
My main comment to patients and their families would be to ensure that you talk very openly and frankly with your 
oncologist, that you talk about your priorities for your future, for quality of life, for—talk through in detail what options are 
available, whether you should travel to enter clinical trials.  Think about all the options and make sure you get the absolute 
best advice and the best treatment available at this point in time.  
 
Dr. Carbone:  
That’s an incredibly important point that I think historically patients have done what their doctors have told.  But I think 
that the best outcomes happen when a patient gets involved in their own care, understands their own care, and Google has 
helped that a lot.  But vet your findings with your physician.  Chris, any comments? 
 
Chris Draft:  
I think you have to be an advocate for yourself.  So as someone who’s diagnosed, you have to be someone that is listening 
to that information.  You need a caregiver that’s by you, that really is helping you, so you're not just going into that 
appointment by yourself.  And I think the biggest thing, as I listen and I've been able to hear from docs across the country 
and across the world, is that things are moving.  They are progressing.  And that’s what the message that I continue to say 
to survivors. 
 
We’re not where we want to be, but they are progressing, and they are moving.  So if someone—so keep on fighting.  Keep 
on going and keep on believing, because that next drug for you might be around the corner.  It’s right there.  So believe that.  
And there [are] things—there [are] things to back it up that things are moving.  So keep—keep on fighting. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Okay.  Paul? 

 
 



Dr. Paik:  
I think that’s right.  I think combining what the two of you just said, taking ownership of your cancer treatment means 
taking a lay of the land and getting involved in clinical trial work.  They are very different from what they were 15, 20 years 
ago.  These are, by and large, good treatments that, as David had mentioned, are vetted, and we are very encouraged by 
them.  And this is the way that things move forward.  And this is the way things have moved forward in a relatively short 
period of time fundamentally through the participation and I think the involvement and sacrifice of our patients. 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Rohit? 
 
Dr. Lal:  
So my last message is gonna be very similar to what’s already been said.  It’s not just about the patient. It’s about the 
caregiver, the family.  Lung cancer patients are often accepting of their situation they're in.  But that doesn’t mean their 
siblings, their children can’t help them fight, as you’ve said.  And the take-home message I'd give people is that get involved 
with the clinical trial.  Ask your doctor is there a clinical trial that’s suitable for my cancer at this stage? And if he or she says 
no, then ask where can I go to join one? 
 
Dr. Carbone:  
Well, thank you very much.  I think these are very exciting times in lung cancer therapy.  But at the same time, there’s a lot 
that needs to be done and a lot of ways that we could improve this therapy, and that happens through research.  So thank 
you all for participating in this. 
 

Please remember the opinions expressed on Patient Power are not necessarily the views of our sponsors, contributors, 
partners or Patient Power. Our discussions are not a substitute for seeking medical advice or care from your own doctor. 
That’s how you’ll get care that’s most appropriate for you. 


